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The Elegant Gathering of White Snows May 29 2022 Eight Women on a Journey That Will Change Their Lives as Lovers, Wives, Mothers,
Daughters, Friends Just after midnight in a small town in Wisconsin, eight women begin walking together down a rural highway. Career
women, housewives, mothers, divorcées, and one ex‒prom queen, they are close friends who have been meeting every Thursday night for
years, sharing food, wine, and their deepest secrets. But on this particular Thursday, Susan, Alice, Chris, Sandy, Gail, Mary, Joanne, and Janice
decide to disappear from their own lives. Their spontaneous pilgrimage attracts national attention and inspires other women from all across
the country. As the miles fall away and the women forge ahead on their backroads odyssey̶leaving small miracles in their wake̶each of
their histories unfolds, tales of shattered dreams and unexpected renewal, of thwarted love affairs and precious second chances.In luminous,
heartwarming prose, Kris Radish deftly interweaves the women s intimate confessions into the story of their brave, history-making walk. A
breathtaking achievement, The Elegant Gathering of White Snows tells an incomparable tale of friendship and love, loss and liberation.
Maze of Thorns Nov 22 2021 In 1997, Kris was a successful, healthy, 26- year-old woman with a nearly perfect life. Recently graduated
from University of St Thomas with honors, she had begun her career at a large corporation. Everything was going her way until suddenly her
world came crashing down. Kris woke up one morning unable to speak, eat or even write her name. She was in the grip of a mysterious
illness that began with disorientation and nausea then quickly escalated to grand mal seizures. This is our family's story, our journey through
a very real maze of fear, tragedy and stubborn faith.
Bleeding Hands, Weeping Stone Jan 31 2020 Miracles are real! Popular Catholic author and speaker, Elizabeth Ficocelli reveals signs of
God's loving hand in history's most magnificent miracles. In brisk, easy to read accounts, Ficocelli relates these amazing (and true!) stories.
Bleeding Hands, Weeping Stone explains why God performs miracles and what our disposition should be toward them. Some miracles are
quiet and simple, some are dramatic - bordering on outrageous - but all of them astound and continually inflame our hearts to greater faith
and more ardent love.
What In God's Name Oct 29 2019 From the Sunsets Department and Geyser Regulation to the Department of Miracles, Heaven Inc has the
earth covered. Unless someone is away from their desk. And these days, the CEO is kind of disillusioned. God knows he should be keeping an
eye on the bad things happening on Earth, but instead he finds himself watching the Church channels on satellite TV. His first priority is the
team of angels he's asked to get Lynyrd Skynyrd back together. Downstairs on the office floor, Eliza has been promoted from the Prayers
Department to Miracles, and Craig, the only other workaholic in heaven, has to show her around. Eliza is shocked by the casual attitude of
many of the angels in her new department. And she's furious when she discovers that God has never looked at, let alone answered, a single
prayer. So she storms into God's office and asks Him a question that no one has ever dared to ask before. And it might just be the end of the
world.
Run, Bambi, Run Sep 08 2020 A portrait of a woman who spent more than ten years fighting for her freedom tells how she was wrongly
convicted for the murder of her husband's ex-wife
Lords of Sin Collection Jul 07 2020 Set against some of history s most colorful and dramatic events, USA Today bestselling author Angel
Payne s Lords of Sin series features swoon-worthy heroes who embody all we love about gorgeous alpha men and the bold women who
tame them. Be swept back to times when passions were exchanged in shadows and candlelight…and romances could very well seal the fate
of nations.
Spirit Junkie Mar 15 2021 Stylish, straight-talking and switched on... her tell-it-like-it-is tactics are attracting a new audience. Sunday
Times Style magazine In Spirit Junkie, Gabrielle Bernstein shares the story of her spiritual journey and shows you how you, too, can
overcome the fears that paralyse you and manifest the greatest joy in your life. Before she became an international bestselling author and
teacher, Gabrielle Bernstein kept a journal of self-loathing, self-doubt and calorie consumption for more than twenty years. That all changed
when she discovered A Course in Miracles,which taught her that much of what she feared in life was not frightening at all and, in many
cases, not even real. Bernstein guides you through the life-changing lessons that she has lived and learned in three parts: · The Detour
into Fear explains how our minds go wrong and why we become accustomed to fearful ways of being. · The Answer provides the
necessary tools for reconditioning our minds back to peace and joy. · The Miracle helps you maintain your happiness and share it with
the world. By understanding and changing our perceptions, resentments will release, hang-ups will melt away and a renewed faith in joy will
be reignited.
Spiritual Intelligence Aug 27 2019 Two quotients analyze our minds and emotions: I.Q. and E.Q. But Kris Vallotton believes we are ignoring
a deeper dimension--spiritual intelligence. Because believers have the mind of Christ through the Holy Spirit, we have the capacity for
brilliance. God invites us to embark on a journey of discovery as he reveals mysteries and helps us bring our perspective in line with
his--transforming our understanding and endowing us with spiritual intelligence. In this eye-opening new release, pastor and bestselling
author Kris Vallotton says that God invites us to think like him. He answers questions such as · What are the five dimensions of spiritual
intelligence? · How can I build new neural pathways to supernatural thinking? · How do I recognize my sphere of influence and the
borders of my divine assignment? · And much more! As you listen to the Holy Spirit and realize what it means to have the mind of Christ,
you have the capacity for life-transforming spiritual intelligence unavailable in any other way.
A Christmas Miracle for Daisy Feb 11 2021 Now a GAC Family Original Movie! Media Mogul, Cormac Sheenan, had no desire to become a
family man, but when his two year old goddaughter, Daisy, is orphaned, he adopts her, moving her from Montana to his home in Southern

California, and becomes a devoted single father, juggling parenting duties with running his successful publishing, TV, and radio enterprise.
But two years later a frightening incident at Daisy s school, shakes Cormac, and he decides to move Daisy‒and his business‒back to
Montana where life is simpler and he has family nearby. Now four, precocious Daisy strikes up an unlikely friendship with Marietta s
seasonal Santa Claus, and believes he s the real thing, even though Cormac points out to her that this jolly old Kris Kringle is renting a
room at Bramble House, not living at the North Pole. Daisy s not worried but Cormac is as Rent-a-Santa has promised his innocent daughter
she ll have a mommy for Christmas. Cormac is livid with Kris. He s not at all ready to settle down, and he s definitely not getting back
together with his old flame Whitney Alder, so Santa can stop playing match maker as it d take a miracle to make him fall in love, never
mind marriage material. But that s exactly the kind of miracle our angelic Santa Claus has planned…
The Weight of Small Things Sep 20 2021 From the acclaimed author of Prayers and Lies and The Sometimes Daughter comes an emotional,
compelling, and ultimately uplifting novel that explores the fragility and resilience of love--and the decisions, large and small, that determine
not just who we are, but who we want to be. Corrie Phillips has an enviable life--even if it's not quite the one she wanted. She enjoys working
at her university alumni magazine, her house is beautiful, and her husband, Mark, is attentive, handsome, and wealthy. But after years of
frustration and failed attempts, Corrie is desperate for a child--and haunted by the choices in her past. A decade ago, just after college,
Corrie's boyfriend Daniel left town, intent on saving the world even if it meant breaking Corrie's heart. Now he's returned, and despite her
misgivings, Corrie feels drawn to him again. But the emotions that overwhelm her may put her marriage and her secure, stable life at risk.
Faced with an unexpected choice, Corrie must unravel illusion from reality at last and weigh what she most needs against what her heart has
always wanted.
Annie Freeman's Fabulous Traveling Funeral Apr 27 2022 Annie Freeman, left one final request, a traveling funeral, and she wants the most
important women in her life as pallbearers. From Sonoma to Manhattan, Katherine, Laura, Rebecca, Jill, and Marie will carry Annie's ashes to
the special places in her life. At every stop there's a surprise encounter and a small miracle waiting, and as they whoop it up across the
country, attracting interest wherever they go, they share their deepest secrets--tales of broken hearts and second chances, missed
opportunities and new beginnings. And as they grieve over what they've lost, they discover how much is still possible if only they can
unravel the secret Annie left them.
Angels, Miracles, and Heavenly Encounters Jun 25 2019 Inspiring True Stories of God's Intervention in Lives Today These inspiring real-life
stories explore what happens when people encounter spiritual forces, and how their lives are undeniably changed. This dramatic collection
includes accounts of contact with angels, near-death experiences, powerful prayer testimonies, and unexplainable miracles. Every story
displays the victory of Christ and his kingdom over difficult circumstances and opposing forces. The outcomes include increased faith, a
sense of the loving providence of God, a realigning of priorities, and a greater desire to share the gospel. In turn, the reader's faith will be
strengthened knowing that if God can steer individuals through these unknown territories, he certainly will care for their everyday lives.
Just Maagy Sep 28 2019 ... As she closed the door, she caught a glimpse of herself in the full-length mirror and saw a young lady where a
little girl had always been. Crown Princess Melania Abigail Alice Grace is a brat! Maagy is willful, spoiled, and tempestuous. She throws a
temper tantrum on her thirteenth birthday because there is no spumoni ice cream for breakfast. After a food fight and a ruined magic show
make a fiasco of her party, King Henry sends his daughter to bed. He is at his wit's end. He knows he must take drastic action soon, as she
must take her mother s crown in only five years. If only his precious Queen Melania were still alive, she would know how to handle
Maagy s abhorrent behavior. King Henry refuses to speak of her mother causing Maagy s anger to secretly fester. He takes her to
Summer Castle under the tutelage of Grandma Polly and Grandpa Kris, the elderly caretakers with a secretive past. As Maagy explores the
enormous Whitmore Estate, she discovers rooms she can never find again, endless hallways that turn back on themselves, and lights with no
fuel source among other delicious mysteries. She meets some odd characters along the way. Her adventurous nature and insatiable curiosity
lead her in and out of trouble, as her life changes in ways she could never have imagined. This fairy tale for middle readers is the first in the
seven-book Maagy Series about the coming of age of a young woman.
Gracyn's Song Oct 10 2020 Experience the heart-warming story of a young girl's catastrophic illness and miraculous recovery through a
heart transplant! It was 3 A.M., the day before Christmas, when nine-year-old Gracyn climbed into her parent's bed. She was feeling sick and
couldn't sleep. Yet, she was anticipating her brother's baptism that night and her own solo in the Christmas Eve service at church. Little did
her father suspect that Gracyn's icy cold hands on his back were a symptom of a tragic illness that would take the DenBesten family on a
chaotic journey and change their lives forever. Maybe you are facing an unspeakable tragedy or have a dark challenge looming on your
horizon. Maybe you've already endured tragedy or find yourself fearing the unknown. Regardless, you will find hope and healing as you
share in the DenBesten's journey of faith and apply the lessons they learned to your own situation.
God's Supernatural Power in You Mar 03 2020 The need for power ministry is as strong today as it was when Jesus and the apostles
walked the earth. The need for demonstrations of Gods powerful love, exhibited through His church, will demolish strongholds of unbelief
and relativism, as well as tear down cultural barriers that may bring confusion when only the words of the good news are shared, but its
power is neglected. When Jesus and the apostles proclaimed the good news of salvation to people, works of power accompanied them.
Today, the entire church needs mentored in how to bring Gods word to the world in power. This book is a prophetic call to engage te mission
of bringing God's radical love to this hurting world through power ministry.
Real Life, Real Miracles Jan 01 2020 Fascinating Accounts of Modern-Day Miracles Does God still play an active role in the world today?
Readers are thrilled to discover that yes, he does, showing himself in countless miracles and unexplained events. In their signature style,
trusted pastor Jim Garlow and writer Keith Wall tap into readers' fascination with miracles by gathering exciting, credible true stories of
God's supernatural activities in the lives of everyday people. These stories will encourage and inspire, making this a great gift or impulse buy.
I Witness News. I Witness Miracles: A Reporter's Notebook Jan 13 2021 There s good news and bad news. The bad news is, well ... there is
a lot of bad news out there. At least if you re getting it from TV. Eighty-three percent of Americans believe that television news is the most
negative, compared to newspapers, radio, and the Internet (The Wirthlin Report, Feb. 04). Author Kris Patrow admits it s partly her fault.
For nearly twenty years she was bringing it into their living rooms as a television news anchor and reporter. Bad news was her job. The good
news is, that s not the whole story. It never was. And Kris is on a mission to prove it. I Witness News. I Witness Miracles: A Reporter s
Notebook is step one of that mission: from reporting the countless good news stories that never made air, to pointing out the good
things that happen in everyday life; things that many people have forgotten how to see in this gloom-and-doom world painted by the media.
At a time when television news has many of us closing our doors and eyeing each other with suspicion, I Witness News. I Witness Miracles: A
Reporter s Notebook reports stories that will help people see each other and the world in a new, more compassionate way and see miracles
so common, they re-thread the needle connecting us to one another.
Miracle on 34th Street Jul 31 2022 Generations of believers in hope and goodwill have made Miracle on 34th Street a treasured part of
their holiday traditions. Now in keepsake hardcover.

Promised Touch Aug 08 2020 ***LORDS OF SIN NOVELS ARE STANDALONE ROMANCES THAT CAN BE READ IN ANY ORDER*** Her touch
is his salvation… His touch is her destiny… She strokes his fevered body with her healing hands and wills the tortured rebel back to life.
He s a total stranger, yet Shivahn Armagh feels she s known him forever. Then the Irish beauty discovers he s an Englishman, the enemy
she s sworn to hate. Still, she cannot forget the gentle caress of the prisoner she s been sent to revive. She risks her life̶and her
heart̶to set him free. They call him the Griffin, legendary warrior for the Irish cause, an enemy who s eluded the English for years. At last,
Kristian Montague is captured and set for execution̶a death he welcomes̶but his healer refuses to let him escape to hell along with the
demons in his soul. Shivahn scorches her way into Kristian s heart even as he resists. She follows him into battle, across perilous seas,
determined to uncover his deepest secret, reckless of the danger it might mean to them both…
Living in the One Percentile May 05 2020 I grew up in a pretty strict Catholic household where religion was always really important. My
parents always taught me that I could do anything I put my mind to if I worked hard enough for it and that I should always be good and kind
because what goes around comes around. I brought all these ideals with me into adulthood, and it seemed to be working well for me?until
my husband and I decided to try to start a family. After a year of trying to get pregnant, my faith was shaken. Why didn't God want me to
have a baby? Am I really that bad of a person that God doesn't think I should have such a gift? Finally, my pregnancy test came back positive,
and I thought my tests and trials were over. Oh, I knew there would be small hurdles to get over; all young families experience that?I was just
glad the worst was over. I missed feeling like I could depend on God. Little did I know my fertility issues were just a small blip compared to
the trials we would experience after becoming pregnant. I originally wrote this book for my babies as they approach their first birthday. I
wanted them to know how much they were loved and wanted from the beginning and for them to know their story. After having a few family
members read the book, they agreed that I should publish it, as it has the potential to touch many lives. I hope it does.
The Year of Necessary Lies Oct 22 2021 A great-granddaughter discovers her ancestor s secrets inspirational forays into forbidden love and
the Florida Everglades at the turn of the last century."
Semi Santa Dec 12 2020 While waiting for the roads to be cleared after a winter storm, a lonely over the road trucker, Kris Krangle,
befriends a little girl a few days before Christmas who thinks he is Santa Claus. His act of kindness doesnt go unnoticed, and his striking
resembles to the jolly ole fellow leads to wonderful adventures across some of the Rocky Mountains' interstate highways. As Kris drives his
big red rig over the snowy mountains highways the magic and miracles of Christmas unfold before the often moist eyes of this kind, lonely
trucker as other truckers and helpers become silent elves. Enjoy the gift of Christmas on this special heart warming ride through the
mountains as a Semi Santa spreads joy and happiness on his way home.
Tuesday Night Miracles Oct 02 2022 In this poignant and transformative novel, bestselling author Kris Radish weaves a tale of five women
yearning for change̶and the potential for happiness that lies within every heart. Free-spirited psychologist Dr. Olivia Bayer suspects she ll
need a miracle to help the four wildly different women in her anger management class. Grace, a single working mother, can barely find a
moment s rest. Jane, a high-profile real estate agent, is struggling in the recession. Kit, in her fifties, has had it with her taunting older
brothers. And Leah, a young mother of two, is starting over after ending a troubled relationship. All have reached a crossroads, and Dr. Bayer
has an unconventional plan to steer them on the right track. As the class gets taken everywhere from a bowling alley to a shooting range, the
women s Tuesday meetings transform from tense, reluctant gatherings into richly rewarding experiments in female bonding. As Grace,
Jane, Kit, and Leah open up̶revealing secrets, swapping stories, and recovering long-lost dreams̶old wounds begin to heal, new
friendships are forged, and miracles manifest in the most surprising ways.
A Grand Day to Get Lost Feb 23 2022 A wrong turn down a remote Florida backwoods highway turns into the ride of a lifetime for Emily
Weaver, a university librarian, when she mysteriously discovers a manuscript written by Pulitzer Prize-winning author Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings, dated years after the beloved author's death. Emily unwittingly begins a treasure hunt in a world that is as beautiful as it is
dangerous, and it is a hunt that could not only change her life, but the landscape of the entire literary world. Is it really possible that the
renowned author of The Yearling faked her own death in 1953? Parading through the scrub country in Rawling's seemingly fresh footsteps,
Emily must separate fact from fiction as she discovers more than one secret world, opens up her heart to new friendships and challenges,
encounters ghosts from the past, and puts her own life in danger to uncover the truth. A Grand Day to Get Lost not only resurrects a bold
literary icon but also explores the emotional landscape of loss, survival, and forgiveness in a world where anything is possible for those who
dare to risk and follow their dreams.
Hot SEAL, Silent Knight Jul 19 2021
Gravel on the Side of the Road Apr 15 2021 A woman who worries about carrying a .38 special in her purse, nearly drowns in a desert
canyon, flies into the war in Bosnia, dances with the FBI, tells Geraldo he shouldn't put guests in hotel rooms with rats and spends time with
murderers, has more than a few stories to tell. Gravel on the Side of the Road: True Stories From a Broad Who Has Been There is a daring
and revealing adventure itself. Beloved novelist Kris Radish returns to her non-fiction beginnings with her first book of autobiographical
essays.
How Christmas Became Christmas Jun 17 2021 In some respects, the contrasts of Christmas are what make it the most delightful time of
the year. It is a time of generosity, kindness and peace on earth, with broad permission to indulge in food, drink and gifts. On the other hand,
Christmas has become a battleground for raging culture wars, marred by debates about how it should be celebrated and acknowledged as a
uniquely Christian holiday. This text argues that much of the animosity is based on a fundamental misunderstanding of the holiday's core
character. By tracing Christmas's origins as a pagan celebration of the winter solstice and its development in Europe's Christianization, this
history explains that the true "reason for the season" has as much to do with the earth's movement around the sun as with the birth of Christ.
Chapters chronicle how Christmas's magic and misrule link to the nativity, and why the carnival side of the holiday appears so separated
from traditional Christian beliefs.
Hearts on a String Sep 01 2022 Bestselling author Kris Radish delves deeply into the emotions of five very different women who are thrown
together by chance̶only to discover that they have more in common than they ever could have imagined. Holly Blandeen has always
cherished the story her grandmother told her about the thread that connects all women, tying them forever in sisterhood. It s a beautiful
idea, but with all the curveballs life has thrown her way, Holly has often felt isolated, different from other women. That starts to change
when she meets four strangers in an airport and they agree to share a luxury hotel suite because a powerful spring storm is barreling across
the country, stranding travelers from California to Florida. What begins as a spur-of-the-moment decision becomes an unlikely, unexpected,
and sometimes reluctant exercise in female bonding, as these five exceptional women̶each at a crossroads̶swap stories, share secrets,
and seek answers to the questions they ve been asking about life, love, and the path to true happiness. A storm may have grounded them
for the moment, but after this wild adventure in which anything can and does happen, they ll never have to fly solo again.
Tuesday Night Miracles Nov 03 2022 In this poignant and transformative novel, bestselling author Kris Radish weaves a tale of five women
yearning for change̶and the potential for happiness that lies within every heart. Free-spirited psychologist Dr. Olivia Bayer suspects she ll

need a miracle to help the four wildly different women in her anger management class. Grace, a single working mother, can barely find a
moment s rest. Jane, a high-profile real estate agent, is struggling in the recession. Kit, in her fifties, has had it with her taunting older
brothers. And Leah, a young mother of two, is starting over after ending a troubled relationship. All have reached a crossroads, and Dr. Bayer
has an unconventional plan to steer them on the right track. As the class gets taken everywhere from a bowling alley to a shooting range, the
women s Tuesday meetings transform from tense, reluctant gatherings into richly rewarding experiments in female bonding. As Grace,
Jane, Kit, and Leah open up̶revealing secrets, swapping stories, and recovering long-lost dreams̶old wounds begin to heal, new
friendships are forged, and miracles manifest in the most surprising ways.
The Sunday List of Dreams Mar 27 2022 Connie Nixon is no stranger to making lists. In fact, she has rewritten the list of her deepest
desires no fewer than forty-eight times. And each Sunday, for as long as she can remember, she s tinkered with it. But actually doing
something about her desires is a different story̶until the night she comes across a box belonging to her estranged daughter…and makes a
stunning discovery. It turns out that her seemingly straitlaced Jessica is part owner of one of the most successful sex toy shops in America.
Shocked by her daughter s secret life, Connie tucks her list in her back pocket and does something utterly impulsive: she hops on a plane to
New York City to track down Jessica̶and winds up on the wildest adventure of her life. Because with her daughter s help, Connie s
about to let her own inner bombshell see the light of day. Now, for the first time ever, things are flying off Connie s list. Like reconnecting
with her daughter. And getting tipsy before noon. And the most startlingly extraordinary desire of all: falling in love.
Miracles and Magic Jun 29 2022 Christmas is just not Christmas without the gifts of miracles and magic. In this trio of holiday tales, a
mysterious stranger connects three families and illustrates how to find the joy and meaning not only just in Christmas, but also in everyday
life. To say that fourteen-year-old Billy is angry is an understatement. Orphaned two years earlier, he is exiled to a group home where he
wonders if he will ever again find the happiness of a familys love. In Wooden Angels, with the help of an old man, Billy is about to discover
the gifts he never knew he had. In The Christmas Wish, after another fight with his father, teenager J.J. decides to run away from his lifeand
his futureduring a Christmas Eve snowstorm. He soon realizes, with the help of a new friend, that anything is possible. Father Tim is
struggling with his faith and the fact that his first parish will soon be demolished. Just when he thinks all hope is dashed, he meets a wise
man who encourages him to always be willing to take a Leap of Faith. Miracles and Magic shares the poignant journeys of three lost souls as
they rely on a strangers gentle guidance and kind actions to find themselves and the significance behind Christmas.
Monique and the Mango Rains Nov 30 2019 In a remote corner of West Africa, Monique Dembele saved lives and dispensed hope every
day in a place where childbirth is a life-and-death matter. Monique and the Mango Rains is the compelling story of the authors decade-long
friendship with Monique, an extraordinary midwife in rural Mali. It is a tale of Moniques unquenchable passion to better the lives of women
and children in the face of poverty, unhappy marriages, and endless backbreaking work, as well as her tragic and ironic death. In the course
of this deeply personal narrative, as readers immerse in village life and learn firsthand the rhythms of Moniques world, they come to know
her as a friend, as a mother, and as an inspired woman who struggled to find her place in a male-dominated world.
The Year of Necessary Lies Dec 24 2021 One amazing year in a remarkable woman1s life journey becomes the inspiration for generations
when she takes a huge risk, follows her heart, embraces forbidden love, and unwittingly becomes the champion of a winged world that is on
the brink of extinction. It s 1903, the world is poised for drastic change, and Julia Briton is a naive, beautiful Boston socialite who suffers a
series of devastating losses and discovers that her beloved husband is involved in the plume trade̶the massive slaughter of birds for use in
the fashion industry. When Julia is secretly ushered into the early 20th century by a group of brazen female activists, she boldly risks
everything and embarks on a perilous journey to the wilds of untamed Florida, a place of great danger where men will stop at nothing to get
what they want and where one man, and a faithful friend, force her to make yet more life-changing decisions. Years later, when Julia s
great-granddaughter, Kelly, discovers some hidden tape recordings in her famous great-grandmother1s dresser and learns the real truth
about Julia s year, a year that changed the course of history, she must decide what to do with her grandmother1s incredible legacy. Will
she keep the real secret of the year , or will she be brave enough to follow her own heart? USA Best Book Awards: Fiction: Historical,
Finalist
Le Grand Meaulnes, Or, The Lost Domain ; And, Miracles Aug 20 2021
Dancing Naked at the Edge of Dawn Jul 27 2019 From the bestselling author of The Elegant Gathering of White Snows comes a poignant,
outrageous, refreshingly liberating story about one woman whose life takes an unexpected turn.... Meg Fratano has just witnessed the
unthinkable: her husband of twenty̶seven years making love to another woman. In her bed. And all Meg wanted to do was watch. Quietly,
secretly, watch. Then she realized her life would never be the same. Meg isn t sure what she wants, but she knows it s not what she had.
After almost three decades of marriage and two children, she has finally awakened to how unhappy she is. Now, with the help of friends old
and new, and even her teenage daughter̶a former brat who has blossomed into a startlingly wise young woman̶Meg just might break
through the chains of everyone s expectations for her and find the strength to take the first step on her own path. To strip away a lifetime
of inhibitions. To dance naked at the edge of dawn...
A Dangerous Woman from Nowhere Jan 25 2022 Briar Logan is a loner who has already survived a wretched childhood, near starvation,
and the harsh western frontier in the 1860s. Just when she is on the brink of finally opening her heart to the possibilities of happiness, the
love of her life is kidnapped by lawless gold miners̶and she steels herself for what could be the greatest loss of her life. Desperate to save
her husband and the solitary life they have carved out of the wilderness, Briar is forced to accept the help of a damaged young man and a
notorious female horse trainer. Facing whiskey runners, gold thieves, unpredictable elements, and men who will stop at nothing to get what
they want, the unlikely trio must forge an uncommon bond in order to survive. Full of lessons of love, letting go, and the real meaning of
family, A Dangerous Woman From Nowhere is a timeless western adventure story about courage, change, risk, and learning how to unlock
damaged hearts and live in the sweet moments of now.
May Cause Miracles May 17 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the motivational speaker, life-coach, and author of Spirit Junkie
comes a practical and fun 40-day guidebook of subtle shifts for radical change and unlimited happiness. Are you ready to work miracles?
Gabrielle Bernstein believes that simple, consistent shifts in our thinking and actions can lead to the miraculous in all aspects of our daily
lives, including our relationships, finances, bodies, and self-image. In this inspiring guide, Gabrielle offers an exciting plan for releasing fear
and allowing gratitude, forgiveness, and love to flow through us without fail. All of which, ultimately, will lead to breathtaking lives of
abundance, acceptance, appreciation, and happiness. With May Cause Miracles, readers can expect incredible transformation in 40 powerful
days: simply by adding up subtle shifts to create miraculous change. Praise for May Cause Miracles "Mistress of Miracles, Gabrielle Bernstein,
offers the compelling message that anything is indeed possible with a few simple shifts that almost all of us can make. Recognizing that we
are the authors of our own experience, Gabrielle leads us step by step through the thorny terrain of false beliefs, and helps us find our way
home to our deepest truth so that we might manifest a life that is filled with light and love." ̶Katherine Woodward Thomas, bestselling
author of Calling in The One and co-leader of the Feminine Power Global Community

Miracles, God's Proof of Life Jun 05 2020 Anna Rosario should not be here. Three times she died and left her body, only to return to the
battle̶broken and scarred but not defeated. At times it took heavy-duty miracles to keep her alive̶Miracles of the Divine Kind. On other
occasions, the miracles of modern medicine, combined with God s grace, handled the crisis. But Anna s story is also about the power of
prayer that can lead to the little miracles, the Godwinks that can uplift our lives each and every day if only we learn to recognize them as
Gifts from God. Despite the setbacks of a broken home, Anna was able to not only survive, but thrive finding both faith and blessing in spite
of ongoing personal struggles. On the pages of Miracles, God s Proof of Life, you ll be able to walk a ways in Anna s shoes and imagine
not only surviving what she went through, but finding incredible strength, drive, faith, humanity, and resolve all made possible by a spirit
supported by God's Love.
The Shortest Distance Between Two Women Apr 03 2020 Bestselling author Kris Radish takes the emotional measure of mothers,
daughters, sisters, and friends in her wise and wonderful new novel of a woman unsure if she s on the verge of a breakdown̶or a
breakthrough.… After all these years is there any way you would see me again? When Emma Lauryn Gilford heard the voice on her
answering machine, she thought, How dare he? She s put a lot of distance between herself and Samuel, filling her life with work and family,
lavishing her attention on her lovely nieces and a garden that s the pride of Higgins, South Carolina. So why does his voice still have the
power to make her heart skip? Why can t she stop thinking about this man she d forgotten so long ago? Emma has always been the
dependable daughter, the mediator of the controlled chaos always surrounding her high-strung sisters and her widowed mother, Higgins s
own senior citizen seductress. But with the annual Gilford family reunion just around the corner, at least two of her sisters approaching
meltdown, and her favorite teenage niece taking sanctuary in her home, Emma s concrete wall of self-denial is showing cracks. And on the
other side is a life she can t put off living a moment longer.
Poverty, Riches and Wealth Nov 10 2020 Overcoming the Never-Enough Mentality to Experience True Kingdom Abundance Prosperity. It's
one of the most dividing words in the church. Some pastors use it to tell their congregations that God will make them all rich, rich, rich!
Others spurn the word and insist that true Christlikeness is found in forsaking all worldly riches and possessions. The truth is, both are
right--and both are wrong. With refreshing honesty, humor, and keen insight, bestselling author and pastor Kris Vallotton mines the
Scriptures in an eye-opening study of what the Bible really says about money, poverty, riches, and wealth. And what he finds is sure to shake
up what you thought you knew--including these surprising truths: · Jesus was not poor and homeless · Heaven is described in the language
of wealth · Poverty is a mindset that holds us back from true wealth · You determine your wealth based on how much, and how well, you
love yourself · God wants all his children to be wealthy, though not everyone should be rich Kingdom prosperity begins from the inside out.
When you learn to cultivate a mindset of abundance, no matter your circumstances, you will begin to experience the wealth of heaven in
every area of your life.
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